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  Abstract- The project’s purpose is to develop an Oil Pump Performance test bench. The purpose of a pump 
performance test is to develop the actual pump curve of the assembled pump. Since no two pumps will perform exactly 
the same, a factory pump performance test will determine the actual flow, head and efficiency of a pump along its 
operating range. Performing tests in the factory is an important task because of several reasons. When the test is 
performed in the factory, it is typically in close proximity to where the pump was assembled. If the test reveals that 
adjustments need to be made, it becomes feasible to remove the pump off the test bench and make the necessary 
corrections. 
 
Index terms- Endurance Test, Fatigue Test, Knee Point, Oil Pump Test Bench, PLC (Programmable Logic Controller), 
RPM (Revolutions per minute), VFD (Variable Frequency Drive). 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Major components of the system are Electric drive unit, Oil reservoir, Heating arrangement, 

Recirculation unit, Cladding and Control panel. It has a PLC/HMI based control system. It has VFD, push 
buttons, display, relays, hooter and emergency stop etc. PLC shall record indications for – flow, pressure, 
RPM and temperature. This will repeat till highest pre-set rpm. If pump under test is ‘OK’ i.e. pressure & 
flow parameters are within limit, for all RPM ranges then “OK” lamp will glow on the panel. If pump under 
test is detected ‘Not-OK’ during any stage of testing cycle, i.e. pressure, flow or any of these parameters are 
not within limit, then the “NOK” lamp will glow on the panel and the cycle is aborted. 
 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 A Study of Fuel Pump Performance Testing and its Implications on Product Acceptability [1] 
In this study, gauge capability testing was conducted on the fuel pump, performance test equipment in the 
Engineering Test Laboratories & the Fuel Pump production facilities. Sequences of tests were designed to 
detect the sources of & quantify the measurement error while measuring the performance of two types of 
electric fuel pumps under numerous conditions. Some of these aspects consisted of multiple technicians, 
location of laboratory, type of test fluid, operating point, and other noise variables. For each of the pump 
types, the results from the Lab and respective plant were analyzed and compared using statistical analysis. An 
integral part of the fuel pump, performance testing at the laboratories and the plants is the test fluid. Both use 
different test fluids for their testing, and the test operation sequence and equipment are different. As a result an 
additional investigation was carried out to evaluate test fluid correlation and its impact on the pump 
acceptance criteria like production test limits and design specifications independent of test location, 
procedure, and equipment. Eventually, the effects of the different test fluids and their properties on fuel pump 
performance were studied. 
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III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram of  Engine Oil Pump Test Bench 

  
 IV.   PROPOSED SYSTEM WORKING 

 The objective of Oil Pump Endurance Test Bench is to monitor the performance of the Oil Pump in varying 
conditions. Parameters that will be varied are temperature, pressure and flow. The pump is coupled to a 3-
phase induction motor which has maximum 1500 RPM. The motor speed is varied by a VFD.   
 
 

V. METHODOLOGY 
 The following tests are carried out on the pump:- 

1. Endurance Test- In this test, the machine is kept on for 1100 hours and all the test parameters are 
monitored and data is recorded. 

2. Varying Speed Test- Here, the speed of the motor is varied from 100 rpm up to 1000 rpm. The           
corresponding discharge flow is monitored and recorded. Test is conducted at no load condition. 

3. Knee Point test- Purpose of this test is to find out the knee point of the pump under test. Motor rpm is 
gradually increased and the discharge pressure is monitored. 

4. Low cycle fatigue test- It is start-stop test with maximum load. The pump is started and pressure is 
increased up to 10 bar, then the pressure is decreased to 0 bar.  
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   VI. RESULT 
  Hence we have observed the behaviour of the pump and obtained the pump curve as per the defined 
methodology. All tests to be conducted were successfully performed on the desired pumps and the 
corresponding test results were recorded. 
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